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A "Completed Court" is one iaid to have a Speaker/Minister of each elven race and a Chosen Finvarra. Eventually we'd like to have one court combining all smaller courts, but currently we are allowing for the limitations of distance upon our members. We are therefore breaking the court into several smaller courts. Each Finvarra must have his Elven Nation Sanctioned by the court. Once done he will serve two terms as undisputed finvarra of that nation, thereafter a vote within the ranks of his nation will be taken, electing the finvarra for that nation. At major events we will gather all of the Finvarras of the nations who are present together and have a meeting to discuss various items pertaining to the court. The Only other position that must be assigned, from within the ranks of the council if necessary, is the Herald. The herald is necessary, as he is responsible for the collection and submission of the achievements of arms for all of the elves. Submission is done by sending the arms and associated names via a form which is provided herein, listed in the downloads section. Please download and print off this form. All members of the elven court are REQUIRED to submit an achievement of arms before they are considered members and allowed a vote in ANY elven court election, even at the local level. This will be policed by the herald who will have governance over all elections. Achievements for each nation are also REQUIRED.
Structure of the Court 
Playwrights of the Daoine Sidhe - These are permanent positions to be held by the original members of the council and their peers. Playwrights may veto any actions taken by the court if a vote is taken and is made unanimous (this is not likely to happen except in VERY extreme circumstances) a ? means I have not recently heard from these playwrights. Playwrights are the final word in roleplaying decisions. All major roleplaying issues must be first cleared with the Playwrights as they are there to maintain the continuity of the roleplay. Playwrights are your GM/DM/Storyteller/Conductor. Any rules changes/changes to the bylaws must be made by a decision of Playwrights on a National Level, in a playwrights meeting. People with issues they want discussed should approach a playwright with the issue and any pertinent information, and the playwrights will discuss these issues at the next meeting. (this has been added by way of clarification). Playwrights are the highest authority in the court. They are the only ones who can add an ambassador or speaker/minister to the court. 
Finvarra- rules the council and breaks ties in voting 
Elven High Council - These will be the elected officials ruling over the six races of elves 
(these are over all nations, and are the only overall body, appointed positions will not
have an overall presence) They will be referred to as speaker at the High Court level, Minister at the National Level These positions are RACE RESTRICTED. 
Speaker of the Ditrubh Sidhe (desert elves) 
Speaker of the Ailt Sidhe (high elves) 
Speaker of the (dark elves) 
Speaker of the (moon elves) 
Speaker of the (aquatic elves) 
Speaker of the (wood elves) 
Speaker of the (wild elves)
Speaker of the (half Elves)
Appointed Positions (These are the available positions within each nation) 
Court Champion - (race restricted) to be acquired by winning The Elven Wargames (earning the most points) 
Court Druid - to be appointed by the speaker of the wood elves or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Wizard - to be appointed by the speaker of the desert elves or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Healer - to be appointed by the speaker of the moon elves or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Assassin - to be appointed by the speaker of the dark elves or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Defender (must be a knight, playing paladin or A-P) to be appointed by the speaker of the high elves 
or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Bard - to be appointed by the speaker of the aquatic elves or if there is not one by decision of the council 
Court Herald - to be appointed by the Finvarra 
To learn and call the Elven court to order in both english (common) and Gaelic 
To keep the College of Elven Arms 
To keep the Records of attendance 
to appoint the scribe of the court 
The Scribe of the Court 
To record the minutes 
To witness awards 
To chronicle the Court History 
Court Jester - to be appointed by the Mnister 
Astral Gaurd 
Each Nation of Elves Shall have an Astral guard, each member of which shall wear the
insignia of the Minister they serve, as well as the insignia of
the astral guard, and the nation 
A gaurdsman shall be appointed by each minister, including the Finvarra for a total of 7 (seven) members. 
Captain of the gaurd - Leader of the Astral Guard. Shall be determined through a
mini-tournament between the 7 guardsmen. The winner is the captain. 
Objectives of the court 
to improve role-play within amtgard 
to improve the quality of amtgard life 
to encourage excellence in arts and sciences 
to encourage excellence in combat and honour 
to generate an inter-kingdom role-playing society 
Laws of the court 
The Floor 
Any persona of pure elven blood may take the floor after clearing his business with the court with both the scribe and the Playwrights 
Personas not of pure elven blood may only have a Ambassador of their race speak after finding a sponsor on the elven court (this is for role-play purposes only) 
The Challenge 
Challenges may be made on issue of honor by those of pure elven blood to those of pure elven blood. 
Challenges are made by Challenge wand. This is an intricate wand carried by all those of true elven blood. If a question of honor arises the wand may be cast down. Once the wand is picked up by the challengee the matter passes from the court and an honor duel will occur. The winner will be allowed to add a mark to his GrandFavor. This is not considered death, but loss in an honorable fencing bout. 
The challenger picks the time and place of the challenge, while the challengee picks the form of combat 
two forms of combat are usually allowed 
Challenge of the Mind - Must be a strategy game (preferrably chess) common to both combatants 
Challenge of the Body - form of combat must be honorable- weapons must be matched and agreed upon by bothe combatants. The combat will be a three-kill-win format, and shall be reeved by the champion of the court. 
The GrandFavor - a favor with the symbol of the elven court which all those who are members must have. It bears all marks of honor won in the challenge 
The Outland Challenge 
This is a specific type of challenge for the outlanders who are not of pure elven blood, It is similar to the challenge in all ways except these: 
In order to challenge anyone of pure elven blood, outlanders must have the support of a high council member 
Challenge will be issued by the casting down of a gauge(guantlet) instead of a wand 
The Elven Wargames 
The Mind 
Strategy match - a game of matched wits using a forum common to the competitors 
Arts and Sciences - each competitor submits 3 a&s items for judging 
Bardic 
The Body 
Single sword 
Single dagger 
Sword and Shield 
Double Sword Florentine 
Sword and Dagger Florentine 
Archery 
Double Dagger 
Staff 
The Rules 
scoring for each event will be: 1st place-5 points, 2nd-4 points, 3rd-3 points, 4th-2 points, 5th-1 point 
there will be three judges for arts and sciences and for bardic 
winner is the Champion of the Court 
Events will be held on the Solstices and the Equinoxes (the four seasons, and meetings will be held at all major events) 
Thank you all for your interest in the elven court, if you have any suggestions for updates to this Outline please feel free to e-mail me.


